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Abstract
One of the main problems in ERP implementation projects is how to align an off-the-shelf software packagewith the business

processes of the enterprise implementing it. The paper proposes a requirement-driven approach, which benefits from reusing the

business process design without being restricted by predefined solutions and criteria.

The approach applies an iterative alignment process, which employs an algorithm that matches a model of the enterprise

requirements with a model of the ERP system capabilities. The algorithm identifies possible matches between the two models

and evaluates the gaps between them despite differences in their completeness and detail level. It provides the enterprise with a

set of feasible combinations of requirements that can be satisfied by the ERP system as a basis for making implementation

decisions. We use Object-Process Methodology (OPM) to model both the ERP system and the enterprise requirements, and

utilize the pair of resulting OPM models as input for the matching algorithm. The alignment algorithm has been tested in an

experimental study, whose encouraging results demonstrate the ability of the approach to provide a satisfactory solution to the

problem of aligning an ERP software package with an enterprise business model.
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1. Introduction

During the past decade, Enterprise Resource Plan-

ning (ERP) systems have become the leading type of

information systems in industrial enterprises. ERP

implementation raises several critical issues, reviewed
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by [1]. One such issue is the alignment of an off-the-

shelf software package with the business processes of

the enterprise implementing it. An ERP system is

designed to serve a large variety of enterprises. As such,

it has many options for supporting various business

processes used in different types of enterprises. The

system configuration, defined by the values assigned to

the system’s control parameters during the implementa-

tion, determines the exact operations and processes sup-

ported by the system in the specific enterprise [4,17,22].
.
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The implementation of an ERP system is often

accompanied by a Business Process Reengineering

(BPR) that changes the way the enterprise operates

[22]. Unlike traditional BPR, referred to as ‘‘funda-

mental rethinking’’ [20], when applying some ERP

package, the business processes need to be designed

within the framework of the target ERP system,

preferably without resorting to extension of the

system’s capabilities.

The alignment problem, also known as ‘‘gap

analysis’’, exists virtually in every ERP implementa-

tion project. While an initial gap analysis is performed

as part of the system selection process, detailed gap

analysis and alignment is performed during the system

implementation, and determines the customization

and configuration of the system. Solving this problem

is critical to the success of an ERP implementation

project, since it determines the future processes of the

enterprise and the way the ERP system will support

them. Adopting standard business processes may

adversely influence the competitive advantage the

enterprise may be enjoying, and should therefore be

carefully considered to ensure that the enterprise does

not lose it [7]. However, unnecessary software

customizations may consume resources that exceed

the planned schedule and budget of the ERP

implementation project and may harm the system’s

integrity, especially through future upgrades [2,21].

Common tools that support the alignment process

take a solution-driven approach. The ASAP method of

Rapid SAP R/3 implementation, SAP’s Business

Engineer [4,16] and Baan’s DEM [30,43] refer to

predefined ‘‘best practice’’ models and configurations.

Based on the premise that the enterprise has to adapt

itself to the package rather than the other way around,

one of the ‘‘best practice’’ solutions is to selected and

adopted ‘‘as is’’ or, at best, with minimal changes. The

selection of a solution to be reused is based on

predefined reuse criteria, which vary from a rough

logistic characterization of the enterprise to a detailed

questionnaire, addressing a variety of issues. The

actual requirements of the enterprise are not explicitly

considered in this process. Rather, they exist only as

part of the human knowledge and reasoning under-

lying the solution selection. Gaps between the

enterprise needs and the system are basically ignored

or solved by requiring the enterprise to adapt to an

available solution.
This solution-driven approach speeds up the

implementation, reduces its cost and provides a high

quality, bug-free solution. However, these benefits are

worthwhile only if and when the enterprise indeed

finds a solution that suits its needs. In cases where one

or more core processes of the enterprise are unique to

the extent that they are not satisfactorily addressed by

the predefined reuse criteria, the alignment process

cannot be supported. Rather, it is typically done in an

ad-hoc, intuitive manner, which requires considerable

efforts. Due to the high complexity of ERP systems,

even a small deviation from a given configuration is

risky, and requires an extensive verification effort [16].

Despite the common wisdom that suggests that

enterprises can and should standardize their processes

in alignment with ‘‘best practice’’ solutions [7,22],

research reports indicate that it is not always the case

in practice. Daneva [5], who measured requirements

reuse in SAP R/3 implementations, found that full

reuse was not achieved, although in some cases the

rate of reuse was remarkably high. Daneva [6]

analyzed the application practice of the ASAP

method, and reported that the lack of change impact

analysis in the observed projects led software

customizations that became unanticipatedly complex

and exceeded the planned schedule.

This paper proposes a requirement-driven approach

to the alignment problem. Ideas and aspects related to

requirement-driven approaches are presented and

discussed in [33,34–36,38,40,41]. By facilitating the

reuse without imposing a predefined set of reuse

criteria, a requirement-driven approach provides a

systematic support for both standard enterprises and

unique ones. While the requirement-driven approach

presented in [33–36] and the related fitness relation-

ship [37] provide a systematic basis for human

reasoning, the requirement-driven alignment process

presented in this paper employs an automated

matching algorithm between the enterprise require-

ments and the ERP system capabilities. Empirical

results demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and

its potential capability of providing a satisfactory

solution to the alignment problem.

A requirement-driven alignment approach empha-

sizes the enterprise requirements rather than the ERP

system’s capabilities and standard solutions. The

requirements themselves serve as reuse criteria. These

are matched against the capabilities of the ERP system
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in order to identify the required solution parts and the

remaining gaps. The approach enables a systematic

examination of the ERP capabilities beyond the

predefined ‘‘best practice’’ solutions. It addresses the

ERP options as a set of components or building blocks

to be assembled for a suitable solution. Hence, though

unable by itself to increase the flexibility of the existing

system, it utilizes this flexibility up to its limits.

The matching is carried out between two models,

one representing the enterprise requirements and the

other—the ERP system capabilities. These two

models should therefore have common modeling

conventions that would serve as a basis for the issues

addressed. In our approach, both models relate to

business concepts. This is a natural way for an

enterprise to express its needs and is also applied by

solution-driven tools. Furthermore, it is especially

important to express the system capabilities in

business terms if we are to adapt the enterprise to

the software package rather than the other way around.

While the ERP system capabilities are modeled

once, the resulting model can be used repeatedly for

any number of implementation projects. The require-

ments model, in contrast, needs to be constructed for

each implementation separately. Moreover, it cannot

be expected to remain static through the alignment

process. Rather, the alignment is an iterative process,

where requirements are matched against the system

model, reformulated on the basis of the matching

results, and matched repeatedly, until a satisfactory

solution is obtained. The initial requirements model is

formed on the basis of a prior gap analysis, performed

in the course of the package selection. The result of

this prior analysis, which is an initial mapping of the

enterprise entities to the entities that exist in the ERP

system, sets the terminology and entity names in the

requirements model. The reformulation of some

requirements is aimed at refining them so they can

be met by the available system capabilities, and may

include different entity mappings. In the course of this

process, some requirements may be altered, while

others can possibly be abandoned. The requirements

reformulation is the result of human reasoning, and it

is verified and complemented by an automated

matching algorithm, which matches the two models

and computes their similarity.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 introduces the modeling concepts and
discusses the inputs to the alignment process, which

are the enterprise requirements and the ERP system

model. Section 3 develops the iterative alignment

process and the details of the matching algorithm.

Empirical results are provided and analyzed in Section

4, and a discussion in Section 5 summarizes the

potential benefits and drawbacks of our approach.
2. The inputs to the alignment process

Since both the ERP system model and the

enterprise requirements model relate to business

issues, they should be represented in the same

modeling language to enable their matching. Rolland

and Prakash [33–36] suggest that a map representation

be applied in both cases. We apply Object-Process

Methodology (OPM) [12] to model both the ERP

system and the enterprise requirements. The choice of

modeling language is justified in our earlier work. In

[41] an ontological evaluation framework, based on a

requirements ontology, is presented and applied for

evaluating OPM’s expressive power as a requirements

specification language. Selection criteria for ERP

modeling languages are presented in [40], applied to

OPM, and assess its suitability for this purpose as well.

We first provide a brief introduction to OPM and then

discuss the enterprise requirements and the ERP

system model in OPM terms

2.1. Object-Process Methodology

Object-Process Methodology, described in detail in

[12], has been applied for various purposes, such as

computer integrated manufacturing [9], image under-

standing [10], modeling research and development

environments [25], algorithm specification [44],

document analysis and recognition [8], and modeling

electronic commerce transactions [11]. It employs a

CASE tool that supports a variety of stages in the

system lifecycle [13].

OPM’s building blocks are two equally important

classes of entities: objects and processes, which are

connected by procedural links and structural relations.

Most object-oriented modeling methods and enter-

prise modeling methods require the use of a set of

models (also called views), each with its diagramming

symbols and conventions, to describe different aspects
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of the system. OPM, in contrast, uses a single graphic

tool, the Object-Process Diagram (OPD) set, to model

the major system’s aspects, structure and dynamics.

Using a single view eliminates the model multiplicity

problem from which object oriented modeling

methods suffer. Solving the model multiplicity

problem requires considerable efforts to integrate

the various views into a coherent system model and to

keep consistency among them [29]. Single-view

representation is also much more convenient when

two models are being matched.

While using a single model representation, OPM

keeps simplicity through two abstracting-refinement

mechanisms that control the visibility of the system

details. Unfolding of entities (objects and processes)

and zooming into them enables top-down analysis,

yielding a hierarchical OPD set, which specifies the

structure and behavior of the system at a spectrum of

abstraction-refinement levels. To enable middle-out

model construction, which is common practice in

many real-life systems analysis projects, the reverse

operations, folding and out-zooming are also possible.

As an example, Fig. 1(a) shows the process

Purchase Order Handling, which zooms into

(includes) the processes Purchase Order Maintaining,

Subcontracting, Purchased Goods Receiving, and

Purchase Order Closing. This process affects objects

such as Purchase Order and Inventory by Item, and is

enabled by objects, such as Supplier and Item. In

Fig. 1(b), the process Purchased Goods Receiving is

unfolded, revealing three specializations. The occur-

rence of the specialized processes Location Controlled

Receiving and No Location Controlled Receiving is

conditioned by the states of the Boolean object

‘‘Location Controlled?’’, which characterizes a Ware-

house, while the Non-inventory Item Receiving is

conditioned by Item being a Non-inventory Item. Note,

that for the sake of brevity, some objects that appear in

Fig. 1(b), such as Inventory by Location, are omitted

from Fig. 1(a). Each of the entities can be further

refined (unfolded or in-zoomed) in other OPDs. The

entire OPD set constructed in this way constitutes a

complete specification of the system.

2.2. The enterprise requirements

The enterprise requirements provide the basis for

both the selection of the ERP system and the
alignment process. For these two purposes, complete-

ness is not necessarily a desired property of the

requirements [14,15,23,27,36]. This paper addresses

the alignment of a selected package rather than the

selection of a package, and therefore relates to

functional requirements only, assuming that the role

of non-functional requirements is mainly in the

selection phase. Since the alignment process involves

changes in the enterprise, which is required to adapt to

processes supported by the ERP system, the require-

ment specification should aim at providing the

enterprise with the flexibility and adaptability to these

available processes, while assessing their suitability.

Complete system and interface requirements may

result in rigidity that would render an exact matching

solution within the software package infeasible.

Based on this premise, the requirements framework

presented in [41] classifies the requirements into four

different types of information:
� C
ore system interfaces, whose detailed design is of

considerable importance to the enterprise. This is a

relatively small set of specified inputs and outputs,

typically required for business processes involving

interaction with external agents (e.g., reporting to

the tax authorities). The system interfaces are

modeled in OPM as detailed inputs and outputs of

processes performed by the system.
� C
ore business processes, which must not be changed

through the alignment process. The details of these

processes are unique, as they generate the compe-

titive advantage of the enterprise. These may include

logistic processes, which support an outstanding

supply mechanism, or quality assurance processes,

which ensure an exceptional quality level. Business

processes aremodeled as such inOPM, including the

processes and the objects they involve.
� B
usiness rules, which express the enterprise goals

(or certain external restrictions that must be

followed) and control the business processes. The

enterprise goals are operationalized by the business

rules, which provide the underlying logic that

remains invariant to changes in the business

processes in the course of the alignment process.

Business rules are, actually, constraints posed on the

business processes. An OPM representation of a

business rule shows only the necessary (partial)

details of the process and objects involved.
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Fig. 1. An OPM representation of a Purchase Order Handling process.
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� I
nformation objects, which are manipulated by the

specified business processes, controlled by the

business rules, and participate in the specified

interfaces. Information objects, their structure and

relationship are directly modeled in OPM.

Soffer et al. [41] provides formal definitions of

these four elements, and discusses the relations

between them, the enterprise goals, and the system

under consideration.

2.3. The ERP system model

The ERP system model is a vehicle for aligning the

system with the enterprise requirements. As such, it

should represent the entire scope of options and

business process variants supported by the system and

represent dependencies among alternative options.

Some ERP packages, such as SAP and Baan, provide

modeling tools and solution models as part of the

system [4,43]. We decided not to use these models as a

basis for our alignment approach, since relying on a

model that resides within a specific package would

decrease the genericity of the approach. Furthermore,

while these models serve the purpose of ERP

representation, they are not necessarily suitable for

specifying the requirements (see, for example, the

evaluation of EPC, a language used by the SAP

models, in [41]). Therefore, consistent with the

requirements model, the ERP system model we use

is an OPM model. It is obtained through a reverse
Fig. 2. The system model hypergraph of the Purchase Order Handling mod

processes is provided in Table 1.
engineering process, such as the one described in [40].

The resulting model may serve as a reference as long

as the modeled ERP system has not changed.

In the OPM representation, alternatives are repre-

sented by different specializations of a generic process.

In Fig. 1, for example, Location Controlled Receiving,

No Location Controlled Receiving and Non-inventory

Item Receiving are alternative purchase receiving

processes that the ERP system under consideration

supports. The conditions specified for each alternative

process reveal their dependency on parameter values or

states of a Boolean object such as yes or no in the

Boolean object ‘‘Location Controlled?’’. The details of

each entity (object or process) may be revealed through

refinement in lower-level OPDs, which may, in turn,

include other alternative specializations of its entities.

The refinement mechanism allows for exact specifica-

tion of the ERP system at any level of detail.

The structure of the OPD set can be presented as a

graph, called the system model hypergraph, where

each OPD is a node with arcs connecting it to

descendant OPDs that expose details of one or more of

the entities in the parent OPD. One or more arcs can go

from each node to its descendant diagrams. Each OPD

in the OPD set (except the root, i.e., the top-level

OPD) results from refining an entity of a parent OPD,

and therefore has an incoming arc connecting it to that

parent. Since the origin entity may appear in several

OPDs, more than one arc may lead to each node. The

hypergraph is therefore a directed graph (but not

necessarily a tree). Fig. 2 is the system model
ule, Top level OPD (OPD0) is detailed in Fig. 1a OPDs of other sub-
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Table 1

The OPDs in the Purchase Order Handling module

OPD number OPD name Descendant OPDs

0 Purchase Order Handling 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

1 Purchase Order Maintaining 5, 6, 7

2 Subcontracting 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

3 Purchased Goods Receiving 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14

4 Purchase Order Closing 6

5 Item

6 Purchase Order 5, 7

7 Supplier

8 Warehouse

9 Inventory by Item 5, 8

10 Production Order 5

11 Location Controlled Receiving 5, 6, 8, 9, 14

12 No Location Controlled Receiving 5, 6, 8, 9

13 Non-inventory Item Receiving 5, 6

14 Inventory by Location 5, 8
hypergraph, whose top-level OPD is shown in

Fig. 1(a). The names of the OPDs in the hypergraph

and their descendants are provided in Table 1.
3. The ERP-requirements alignment

The ERP-requirements alignment is an iterative

process that receives as inputs the enterprise require-

ments and ERP system model. In each iteration it

employs an algorithm described below for matching

the two models.

3.1. The ERP-requirements matching algorithm

The options that are available in an ERP system are

highly dependent on each other. Hence, a combination

of features available in a specific configuration may

not be available in other configurations [22].

Identifying a set of requirements that are met by

the system does not guarantee that their combination is

feasible in a single configuration. The system’s

internal dependencies form constraints on the feasible

solution, which are not always clear to the imple-

mentation team members. For example, in the Baan

ERP system, it is possible to allocate a specific

inventory unit to a specific order (such an action is

termed ‘‘hard allocation’’). However, this option is

valid only if the warehouses are not location

controlled, that is, in a configuration where the state
of the Boolean object ‘‘Location Control Implemen-

ted?’’ is ‘‘no’’. Separately verifying that the system is

capable of handling requirements of hard allocation

and location control would yield a positive answer,

despite the fact that their combination is not feasible.

The matching algorithm aims at providing a solution

space, which enumerates the feasible combinations of

requirements satisfied by the system along with their

matching scores (MS).

3.1.1. Algorithm overview

The matching algorithm, depicted as a meta-model

in the OPD of Fig. 3, consists of two main processes:

Single Requirement Matching (SRM) and Bottom-Up

Aggregation (BUA). SRM examines each requirement

separately and looks for matching diagrams within the

system model. It generates a matching score for each

pair hR, Ei, where R is a requirement OPD and E is an

ERP system OPD. The SRM output serves as input to

BUA, which aggregates the matching scores up the

system model hypergraph and identifies their feasible

combinations. These feasible combinations form a

solution space, denoted herein as the Matching Option

Set.

3.1.2. Single Requirement Matching (SRM)

SRM assesses the similarity between pairs of OPD

portions, each consisting of an OPD portion expres-

sing a requirement in the Requirement model and its

counterpart in the system model OPD. As discussed in
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Fig. 3. An OPD of the matching algorithm.
Section 2, the requirements are generally incomplete

and represent only the details that are essential to the

enterprise, while the system model is usually more

detailed. SRM is the part of the matching algorithm

that is designed to resolve this mismatch.

SRMcomputes amatching score for hR, Ei based on
two measures: Entity Similarity (ES) and Relational

Similarity (RS). ES is the proportion of entities inR that

have a matching entity in E, i.e., an entity whose name

and type are identical to those of the entity in R.

EShR;Ei

¼ðnumberof entities inRmatched by entities inEÞ=
ðnumber of entities inRÞ

ES, the Entity Similarity, is computed using a

simple query, which compares the entities of each of

the system model OPDs with the entities of a given

requirement, and counts the entities whose type and

name are identical. The query provides a set of

candidate matching pairs hR, Ei, whose ES score

exceeds a given threshold.

RS, the Relational Similarity, which is assessed for

each pair in this set, measures the similarity of the link

structure in a pair hR, Ei. An in-depth discussion of the
principles underlying RS and its computation appears

in [39]. RS is computed by an exhaustive search for

matching of each link in R. Each link matching yields

one of the following results:
(1) T
he link is matched by a link in E, which is of the

same type and relatesmatching entities for both the

source and the destination of the link. The Link

Match (LM) is then assessed by comparing the

cardinalities of the links inR andE. The cardinality

of a link is determined by participation constraints

defined for its source and destination. The

cardinality comparison may yield one of the

following: (a) The participation constraints of both

the source and destination are identical, in which

case LM equals 1. (b) The participation constraints

of either the source or the destination are identical,

in which case LM equals a constant c1. (c) The

participation constraints of both the source and

destination are different, inwhich case LMequals a

constant c2. The constants c1 and c2 (0 � c2 �
c1 � 1) are defined by the user and reflect the extent

to which he wants links of different cardinalities to

be considered as matching.
(2) T
he link has no match in E, in which case LM

equals 0.
(3) T
he link is matched by a path in E, which is

equivalent to its type and relates matching entities

for both the source and the destination of the link.
3.1.2.1. Path and equivalence. A path is a sequence

of links and entities, connecting a source entity to a

destination entity. A path is considered equivalent to a

link of specific type if it can be abstracted to a link of
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this type. Equivalence is identified on the basis of

equivalence rules, defined for each link type in OPM.

For a given link type, equivalence rules state link types

that are allowed in a path, link types that must be in a

path and in some cases their required position: at the

source of the path or at its destination.

The identification of a path equivalent to a given

link addresses the mismatch in detail level of the two

models under consideration, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4(a) is a model of a requirement, where

Delivered Quantity and Receipt Date, which are

attributes of a Purchase Order Line, are affected by

the Purchase Receipt Registering process, i.e., the

registration of a purchase receipt. The ERP system

OPD, given inFig. 4(b) shows that thePurchase Receipt

Registering process updates the attributes of aPurchase

Receipt object, which is structurally related to a

Purchase Order Line. This structure allows several

receipts to be registered for a single purchase order line.

The characterization links between Purchase Order

Line and its attributes in the requirementmodelOPDdo

not exist in the system model OPD. Nevertheless, this

has no practical implication on the acceptance of the

process by the enterprise, since from the user’s point of

view the structural relation between Purchase Receipt

andPurchase Order Line is as good as havingDelivered

Quantity and Receipt Date as attributes of Purchase

Order Line. Therefore, SRM identifies the path in E

from Purchase Order Line to Delivered Quantity (as

well as the path between the former and Receipt Date)

through Purchase Receipt as being equivalent to the

characterization link in the requirement model R.
Fig. 4. An example of differences in the detail level between a
3.1.2.2. Aggregated cardinality. The aggregated car-

dinality is the cardinality between two entities that are

not linked directly, but through a path. The participa-

tion constraint of the source entity of a path is the

product of all the source participation constraints of its

links, and the destination participation constraint is the

product of all the destination participation constraints

of its links. The product of many and many (m � m) is

regarded as many. The aggregated cardinality of a

path, identified as equivalent to a link, serves as a basis

for computing the link’s LM.

In the example of Fig. 4(b), the aggregated

cardinality of the path from Purchase Order Line to

Delivered Quantity is 1:m. Hence, the LM of the

requirement characterization link, whose cardinality is

1:1, equals c1.

The Relational Similarity (RS) of hR, Ei is

computed as the average of the LM of the links

in R.

Having defined Entity Similarity and Relational

Similarity, the overall Matching Score (MS) of a pair

hR, Ei is computed as a weighted sum of the two

similarity measures, provided neither of them equals

zero.

MShR;Ei ¼ W1 � EShR;Ei þW2 � RShR;Ei;

EShR;Ei > 0; RShR;Ei > 0; W1 þW2 ¼ 1

where W1 and W2 are weights assigned to ES and RS,

respectively.

As an example, the computation of MS for the pair

of requirement and ERP system OPDs in Fig. 4,
requirement model, R (a), and the system model, E (b).
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applying equal weights W1 = W2 = 0.5, c1 = 0.6 and

c2 = 0.5 for the LMs, is as follows:

All the entities of Fig. 4(a) have matching entities

in Fig. 4(b), therefore ES = 1.

Two of the four links of Fig. 4(a) have exact

matching links in Fig. 4(b). The two characterization

links, whose cardinalities are 1:1, have equivalent

paths in Fig. 4(b), whose aggregated cardinalities are

1:m. Therefore, RS = (1 + 1 + 0.6 + 0.6)/4 = 0.8.

The overall matching score, MS = 0.5 � 1 +

0.5 � 0.8 = 0.9, indicates that there is a high degree

of similarity between the requirement and the ERP

model, but they are not identical.

Note, that the inequality RS � ES always holds,

since a required link can be found only if both its

source and its destination are included in the OPD.

Hence, the higher W1 is the higher MS is computed,

while a higher W2 leads to a higher sensitivity of the

MS to structural differences, and disregards the

existence of entities in the OPD if they are not linked

as required.

Many earlier works that measure similarity of

models apply Entity as well as Relational Similarity

[18,24,26,28,32,42]. Another approach to similarity

measurement deals with an edit distance, referring to

the effort required to overcome the differences

between the models [3]. Relating to the classification

of analogical reasoning mapping solutions [19], the

SRM preserves relational structure and semantic

categories. As opposed to earlier works that apply

similarity measurement [31,32], our Entity Similarity

measure does not apply a thesaurus-based affinity

score, since the mapping of requirement entities to

ERP system entities in an ERP implementation bears

consequences that extend far beyond pure semantic

similarity. By precise mapping of enterprise entities to

ERP entities, the implementing engineer assigns

control mechanisms available in the software package

to the processes under consideration. Consider, for

example, the terms ‘‘Production rate’’ and ‘‘Operation

rate’’, which may be found related by a reasonable

thesaurus. In Baan ERP system these two terms

represent data of a different meaning and role.

Production rate is the number of units produced per

hour, while operation rate is the cost associated with a

production operation. Expressing a requirement using

these precise terms requires domain knowledge.

Relying on a thesaurus for identifying ‘‘similarity’’
between ERP model terms and those that appear in the

requirement may lead to incorrect similarity assess-

ment. Therefore, our approach is to let the user apply

knowledge and decide on the precise mapping of terms

from the ERP model to the requirements. The user

may browse the system entities and select their names

while modeling the requirements to ensure that the

terms in the requirement model comply with the

terminology of the system model.

The RS score of the SRM differs from Relational

Similarity used in previous works [24,32,42] in the

identification of an equivalent path, which allows

matching links between entities that are not directly

related in the ERP system model. This approach

provides a way for resolving the mismatch in detail

level between the two models.

Our similarity measure, unlike [3], does not

account for edit cost, since ‘‘editing operations’’

entail software customizations to the ERP system,

which cannot be computed automatically as part of the

similarity measurement.

3.1.3. Bottom-Up Aggregation

The Bottom-Up Aggregation process, which is the

second part of the ERP-requirements matching

algorithm, provides the feasible combinations of the

requirements, whose matching scores have been

computed by SRM (see Fig. 3).

The following definitions and notations are used for

specifying the BUA procedure.

Arc ho, ti—each arc in the ERP system model

hypergraph is denoted by ho, ti, where o is the origin

node and t is the destination node. The top-level node

is denoted as the root node.

In the example given in Fig. 2 and Table 1, the

arc h3, 9i relates the OPD that specifies Purchased

Goods Receiving to the OPD specifying Inventory by

Item.

Arc Level L(a)—Let a be an arc in the graph, then

its level in the graph, denoted by L(a), is the maximal

number of arcs connecting its origin node to the root

node in an a-cyclic route.

Note that the graph may contain cycles, but they do

not affect the level of an arc. In the example,

L(h9, 8i) = 3, corresponding to the route h0, 3i,
h3, 11i, and h11, 9i, i.e., from the root to Purchased

Goods Receiving, Location Controlled Receiving, and

Inventory by Item.
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Originating Arc Set H(d)–Let d be a node in the

graph, then H(d) = {aja = hd, ti} is the set of all the

arcs originating in d.

In the example, H(3) = {h3, 5i,h3, 6i,h3, 8i,h3, 9i,
h3, 11i,h3, 12i,h3, 13i,h3, 14i}.

Descendant Node Set J(d)—Let d be a node in the

graph, then J(d) = {tjhd, ti 2 H(d)} is the set of

immediate descendant nodes of d.

In the example, J(3) = {5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14}.

Arc Dependency Function Fd[V]—Let d be the

origin node of n arcs and V ¼ ðv1; v2; . . . ; vnÞ a vector
of strings attached to the arcs. Then the function

Fd[V]: V ! C, which uses the logical operators AND,

OR, and XOR to express the dependencies among the

arcs originating in node d, maps V to a logical

expression combining these strings.

Each arc relates the OPD embedded in d to an OPD

specifying the details of one of its entities, some of

which represent alternative options of the ERP system.

Therefore, the dependencies that exist among the

entities are also present among the respective arcs. The

function represents alternative options as having an

OR or a XOR operator between them, while a

mandatory link is represented by an AND operator.

In the example, the OPD embedded in node 3

(Purchased Goods Receiving, specified in Fig. 1(b))

includes three alternative processes: Location Con-

trolled Receiving, No Location Controlled Receiving,

and Non-inventory Item Receiving, whose correspond-

ing arcs are h3, 11i, h3, 12i, and h3, 13i, respectively.
The operator in Fd[V] that represents the alternative

relations between the arcs is XOR. While the

processes Location Controlled Receiving and No

Location Controlled Receiving are both related to the

objects Warehouse (whose outgoing arc is h3, 8i) and
Inventory by Item (arc h3, 9i), the object Inventory by

Location (arc h3, 14i) is related to Location Con-

trolled Receiving only. Other objects in the OPD, such

as Item (arc h3, 5i), and Purchase Order (arc h3, 6i),
are related to all the alternative processes. Each such

relation is represented in F3[V] by an AND operator.

Therefore, if V holds the destination nodes of the arcs,

i.e., V = (5, 6, 13, 8, 9, 12, 11, 14), then F3[V] = 5

AND 6 AND (13 XOR (8 AND 9 AND (12 XOR (11

AND 14)))).

Note that the alternative options may have different

scopes, depending on the parameter that controls

them. In Fig. 1(b), the object Location Control
Implemented? is a parameter of the ERP system,

defining whether location control is applied through-

out the system, while the Boolean object ‘‘Location

Controlled?’’ is a parameter that characterizes a

warehouse and may have different values for different

warehouse instances. Therefore, the scope of the

alternative processes Location Controlled Receiving

and No Location Controlled Receiving is a single

warehouse instance. Similarly, the scope of Non-

inventory Item Receiving is a single item instance.

This is expressed in F3[V], by an index reflecting the

scope of an operator. The function accounts for the

scope then becomes:

F3[V] = 5 AND 6 AND (13 XORItem (8 AND 9

AND (12 XORWarehouse (11 AND 14)))).

Local Matched Requirements Combination C(d)—

Let d be a node in the graph and R = {R1, R2, . . ., Rn} a

set of requirements being matched against. Then C(d)

is a logical expression specifying the feasible

combination of requirements matched by the OPD

in d and all its descendants.

C(d) is recursively constructed by the BUA

algorithm, which starts after the SRM has computed

matching scores for all the given requirements with the

OPDs of the ERP system model. The computed

matching scores constitute initial C(d), denoted as

C1(d), for a set G of nodes in the system model

hypergraph, such that C1(d) is the combination of

matching scores MShR, di for each d 2 G.

The BUA sorts the nodes of G according to their

distance from the root node, starting with those whose

distance is maximal. At each step it goes one level up

and aggregates the results for the upper level. While

climbing the set of arcs ho, ti from all the descendant

diagrams t up to their mutual origin diagram o, C(o) is

computed by assigning all the C(t) as a vector in Fo[V].

C(o) is computed as:

C(o) = C1(o) AND Fo[V], where V ¼ ðv1;
v2; . . . ; vnÞ, such that vi ¼ CðtÞ for each t 2 J(o).

This procedure is repeated until the top-level

diagram (the root node of the hypergraph) is reached.

Its combined result C(root) holds all the requirement

results aggregated up the systemmodel hypergraph and

their logical relations, providing the matching options

of the ERP system with respect to the enterprise

requirements. The BUA is specified in Fig. 5.

The complexity of the algorithm is O(n3), where n

is the number of diagrams in the system model. Each
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Fig. 5. The BUA algorithm.
arc in the graph is visited at most once, and the number

of arcs in the graph is O(n2). The computation of C(d)

is linear in the number arcs originating from node d,

which, for a completely flat graph, is O(n).
3.2. The iterative alignment process

The alignment process involves iterations of

reformulating the requirements and applying the
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Fig. 6. A requirement model example.
matching algorithm for their verification. Reformulat-

ing the requirements involves three types of action:

splitting, abandoning, and mapping.

Splitting entails splitting composite requirements

into simpler ones. A composite requirement includes

at least two entities that may be revealed in lower-level

OPDs. A process defined in a requirement may not be

defined as such in the system model, but all its sub-

processes (steps) exist as parts of other processes. In

such cases, it may be possible to ‘‘assemble’’ the

required process as a sequence of these steps. In order

to verify this possibility, each of the process steps and

its required interface should be examined as a separate

requirement.

As an example, consider the requirement modeled

in Fig. 6. An attempt to match this requirement with

the system OPD in Fig. 1(a) fails due to the absence of

the required process Returning to Supplier in the

system OPD. However, this process does exist in the

system model as part of a lower level diagram,

specifying the receipt of purchased goods. The human

that analyzes the match results, and finds that the

relatively low matching score obtained is due to this

absence, should define a new requirement, including

only of this process and the objects it relates to

(Supplier, Inventory by Item, and Purchase Order

line). When the matching algorithm is applied again in
the next iteration, the existence of the process and its

conformance to the original requirement are verified.

Abandoning requirements is the second way of

reformulating requirements. When analyzing the

output of the matching algorithm, some requirements

may be identified as not being satisfied by the system,

or as contradicting other requirements of higher

priority. Depending on their importance to the

enterprise, a software customization may be con-

sidered. Alternatively, if an unsatisfied requirement is

of a lesser importance, or if some activities may be

handled manually without involving the ERP system,

that requirement can be abandoned.

The third operation of requirement reformulation is

applying a different mapping. Each time a requirement

is modeled and expressed using the system’s

terminology, some decisions of mapping the enter-

prise entities to entities of the system are made. The

initial mappings applied in the first iteration are the

result of the prior analysis performed when the

specific ERP system has been selected. Different

mapping decisions can be made in the next iterations

in attempt to resolve gaps that have been found, since

different mappings may yield different matches. Such

mappings are applied frequently in manual align-

ments, where considerable effort is required to verify

their appropriateness. Two types of mapping are
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possible: (a) Textual mapping, in which an entity is

renamed in order to solve a naming mismatch. (b)

Substantial mapping, in which a requirement is

redefined, while considering alternative mechanisms

of the system for achieving a certain goal.

Consider, as an example of a substantial mapping, a

case in which the enterprise requires that purchased

goods be received as ‘‘inventory on hold’’, i.e.,

inventory that cannot be used until it is inspected and

approved. When a system does not satisfy this

requirement, an alternative mechanism may be

considered. Such a mechanism could be receiving

the goods to a reception warehouse, from which the

goods cannot be issued, and transferring them to an

ordinary warehouse after they are approved. When

considering such an option, the requirements are

reformulated, expressing the reception process and the

required properties of the reception warehouse.

Substantial mapping requires the implementing

team members to think creatively and to apply a high

level of expertise and knowledge of the system and its

internal relations. Once remapping is done, the

requirement model is drawn from scratch, expressing

the new entities and logic defined. It is important to

apply the new mappings to all the requirements. Due

to the complexity and integrative nature of ERP

systems, the manual verification of the consequences
Fig. 7. An OPD of the a
of a mapping decision is a difficult task. Every

decision may affect many other parts of the system,

and each one of them must be checked and tested in

order to ensure their correct operation. Sometimes, the

effects cannot be expected, and performing all the

necessary tests depends on the skills of the imple-

mentation team members.

In the iterative alignment process, new mapping

decisions still rely on creative thinking, but their

verification is accomplished by the matching algo-

rithm. The matching algorithm can instantaneously

scan the entire system model, identify the effects of

the reformulated requirement and potential contra-

dictions with other requirements.

The alignment process, illustrated as an OPD in

Fig. 7, starts with an initial Enterprise Requirement

Set, each represented as an OPD. These requirements

are verified against the system model by the ERP-

Requirement Matching algorithm that generates the

Matching Option Set. The Matching Option Analyzing

process determines whether further reformulation of

the requirements is needed. Specifically, it identifies

the OPD whose MS is maximal, analyzes the gaps

reflected by the MS and the feasibility of combining it

with other selected OPDs (on the basis of the logical

expression produced by the BUA). It then identifies

possible reformulations to resolve gaps and contra-
lignment process.
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dictions found. If reformulation is needed, the process

of Requirement Set Reformulating is carried out,

triggering ERP-Requirement Matching in another

iteration of verifying the reformulated requirements.

This sequence of iterations repeats, until all the

requirements are satisfied, when no untested refor-

mulation possibility is found, or when the imple-

mentation team manager decides that the results are

clear enough and enable decision making. Then the

Matching Option Set and the Gap Assessment serve for

the Aligned Model Constructing process, which

creates the Aligned Process Model, the required

software Customizations List, and the final ERP-

Enterprise Mapping.

The Aligned Process Model is a specialization of

the ERP system model, consisting of the OPDs

identified as satisfying the requirements. Some of

these OPDs can be an ‘‘assembly’’ of parts belonging

to different OPDs in the initial system model. Others

may include new objects, processes and links, required

as software customizations. In addition to the business

process design, the aligned process model provides the

ERP configuration, i.e., the ERP control parameter

values, to support a set of specified processes.

The required software Customizations List is a list

of gaps, assessed as significant, which constitute a

basis for software customization decisions. The details

of the gaps in different mapping scenarios provide a

starting point for alternative customization designs.

The ERP-Enterprise Mapping corresponds to the

selected solution as specified in the aligned process

model. This mapping serves for planning the

conversion and migration of data from the existing

information system to the ERP system.
4. Validation

Validation was carried out in three experiments,

whose aim was to establish the feasibility of the

approach. The feasibility assessment related to four

criteria:
(1) C
onsistency of the results through controlled

changes in the input models. Assuming the

matching scores reflect the level at which a given

ERP system matches a given set of requirements, a

different ERP package, possessing a subset of the
capabilities of the current package, should achieve

matching scores that are less than or (at best) equal

to the current ones. We note, however, that an

experiment in the other direction, i.e., extending the

requirements, would not necessarily result in a

consistent change in the matching scores, since a

‘‘stronger’’ or an additional requirement may have

a good match in the ERP model.
(2) S
ensitivity to the algorithm weights. The match-

ing scores are computed as a linear combination of

weighted Entity Similarity and Relational Simi-

larity. Changes in these weights would linearly

change the matching scores. Sensitivity analysis

of the solution to these weights would identify the

range of weights in which the selected solution is

invariant.
(3) V
alidity of the solution obtained by the alignment

process to real-life requirements, when compared

to the solution obtained manually in a real life

project. The specific validation criteria were: (a)

the number of gaps identified by the process

compared to the number of gaps identified in real

life. (b) The number of unreal gaps indicated by

the process. (c) The quality of the solutions

provided by the process to identified gaps

compared to the solutions defined in real life.

The quality of the solution could, naturally, be

based on human judgment only.
(4) R
obustness to variations in the input requirements

model. Whenever a domain is modeled by

different modelers, the models obtained are

expected to be slightly different, due to differ-

ences in the perception and modeling attitude of

each individual modeler. When the alignment

process is to be applied in real life, the

implementation team members of each project

should draw the requirements model. It is there-

fore crucial that the individual modeling attitudes

that affect the requirements model should not

influence the solution provided by the alignment

process significantly.
The feasibility of the approach according to these

criteria was evaluated in three experiments. As a

preparatory step to these experiments, a system model

had been constructed, by modeling the purchasing and

inventory module of the Baan ERP system using

OPM. The system model included 119 OPDs.
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4.1. Experiment 1

The aim of this experiment was to test the

consistency of the results through controlled changes

in the input models, according to the first validation

criterion. It entailed a fixed set of requirements

repeatedly matched against the ERP system model, in

which controlled changes have been made.

4.1.1. Settings

The experiment procedure was as follows:
1. W
Tab

Res

Elim

Lot

Alt

i

Sup

m

Gen

Ord
e applied the alignment process on a given set of

23 requirements and the ERP model.
2. W
e eliminated an arbitrarily chosen process in the

ERP system model (thus relate to a ‘‘different’’ and

less powerful system). Naturally, the elimination of

a process included all its details in lower-level

diagrams and all the objects that are its results. As

an example, eliminating the process of lot manage-

ment included eliminating it from all the ERP

model OPDs where it appeared (e.g., Receiving

Purchased Goods), and eliminating the Lot object

and all its attributes from all the OPDs where it

appeared.
le 2

ults of Experiment 1

inated process Requirement Before elimina

OPD Sc

management Receipt and inspection 28 0.

Receipt registering 30 0.

Item object 117 0.

Lot object 90 0.

ernative supplier by

tem management

Alternative supplier

management

66 1

plier discounts

anagement

erate outbound data Sub-contracting 52 0.

er history management Purchase order

line inserting

24 0.

Order history 72 0.
3. W
tion

ore

77

55

56

75

58

5

7

e applied the alignment process again to the same

set of requirements. The expected result was one of

the following: (a) the matching scores would

remain the same as the initial ones, implying that

the eliminated process had not been included in the

initial solution. (b) At least one of the require-

ments’ matching scores, whose initial value had

been positive, would now be zero, implying that the

eliminated process is the only possible match for

that requirement. (c) At least one of the require-

ment’s matching scores would have a positive value

that is less than its initial value. If the best-fit OPD

for this requirement is different than the initial one,

then the eliminated process had been included in

the initial solution, and the matching process has

identified an alternative ERP process that matches

the requirement to a lesser extent. Otherwise, the

eliminated process had been a part of the solution

and no alternative has been found.
This procedure was repeated five times, eliminating

a different process each time.

4.1.2. Results

The results, presented in Table 2, demonstrate that

the expected consistency was achieved. The table lists
After elimination Explanation

OPD Score

28 0.75 Lot management is a basic ERP

functionality. It has no alternative.

Its elimination violated the lot object

requirement, and reduced the

match of other requirements

30 0.39

117 0.5

0

113 0.7 The mechanism of alternative

coding systems is identified as

a substitute to the original match,

although the score is lower

The issue was not addressed

in the requirements

53 0.58 The match was not reduced,

since the alternative process,

of manually inserting outbound data,

received the same score as the

original automatic one

24 0.27 No alternative was found.

0
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the eliminated processes, the affected requirements,

and for each requirement its initial and final best-fit

ERP model OPD and matching score. In one case

(supplier discount management) the eliminated

process was not included in the requirements, there-

fore no effect has been made. In two other cases

(alternative supplier management and outbound data

generation) the alignment process has identified

alternative solutions that exist within the ERP system

and satisfy the requirements, although in one case

(alternative supplier management) the match is to a

lesser extent than the original one.

The capability of the alignment process in

identifying alternative solutions for the requirements

supports our premise that ERP systems are basically

more flexible than the ‘‘best practice’’ solutions they

often promote, and that our approach can utilize this

flexibility up to its limits.

4.2. Experiment 2

The aim of this experiment was to analyze the

sensitivity of the solution to the algorithm weights,

according to criterion 2. As discussed in Section 3,

since RS � ES, the higher the ES weight (W1) is, the
Table 3

Results of Experiment 2

Requirement W1 = 0.9,

W2 = 0.1

W1 = 0.8,

W2 = 0.2

W1 = 0.7,

W2 = 0.3

W1 = 0.6,

W2 = 0.4

W

W

OPD MS OPD MS OPD MS OPD MS O

1 1 0.36 1 0.33 1 0.29 1 0.26

2 8 0.96 8 0.93 8 0.9 8 0.86

4 52 0.8 52 0.74 52 0.69 52 0.64

5 28 0.87 28 0.85 28 0.82 28 0.8

6 30 0.91 30 0.82 30 0.73 30 0.64

7 39 0.78 39 0.72 40 0.65 40 0.58

8 36 0.77 36 0.7 36 0.64 36 0.58

9 30 0.7 30 0.63 117 0.59 117 0.58 1

10 76 0.97 76 0.96 76 0.95 76 0.94

12 98 0.79 98 0.79 98 0.78 98 0.78

13 94 0.91 94 0.83 94 0.75 94 0.66

14 60 0.96 60 0.92 60 0.88 60 0.85

16 67 0.98 67 0.96 67 0.94 67 0.92

17 30 0.34 30 0.32 30 0.3 30 0.28

18 24 0.5 24 0.5 24 0.5 24 0.5

19 72 0.74 72 0.73 72 0.72 72 0.71

20 10 0.95 10 0.9 10 0.85 10 0.8

21 66 1 66 1 66 1 66 1

22 61 0.85 61 0.85 61 0.85 61 0.84

23 90 0.95 90 0.9 90 0.85 90 0.8
higher the MS is. The change in the score is linear with

respect to the change in the weights. The interesting

question here is whether different weights yield

different solutions, that is, different system model

OPDs are identified as best match for a given

requirement.

The experiment repeatedly matched a set of 23

requirements against the system model, changing the

weights in the matching scores.

The results are presented in Table 3, that shows the

best-fit OPD for each requirement and its MS for

different sets of weights. The table shows the linearity

of MS with respect to the weights, where the slope

depends on the difference between MS and RS.

Requirement 5, for example, has a relatively high ES

and a relatively low RS, therefore the change in

weights affects the MS significantly. Requirements 18

and 21, on the other hand, have equal ES and RS,

therefore the MS is invariant to the weights.

In most cases, despite of the changes in the MS, the

best-fit OPD selected for the solution was not changed.

However, in requirements 7 and 9, high weights of ES

(W1 � 0.8) resulted in a different best-fit OPD

selection for the solution. Note, that high weights of

RS did not distract the selected solution.
1 = 0.5,

2 = 0.5

W1 = 0.4,

W2 = 0.6

W1 = 0.3,

W2 = 0.7

W1 = 0.2,

W2 = 0.8

W1 = 0.2,

W2 = 0.8

PD MS OPD MS OPD MS OPD MS OPD MS

1 0.22 1 0.19 1 0.15 1 0.12 1 0.09

8 0.83 8 0.8 8 0.76 8 0.73 8 0.7

52 0.58 52 0.53 52 0.47 52 0.42 52 0.36

28 0.77 28 0.75 28 0.72 28 0.7 28 0.67

30 0.55 30 0.46 30 0.37 30 0.28 30 0.2

40 0.51 40 0.45 40 0.38 40 0.31 40 0.24

36 0.51 36 0.45 36 0.39 36 0.32 36 0.26

17 0.56 117 0.55 117 0.54 117 0.52 117 0.51

76 0.93 76 0.92 76 0.91 76 0.9 76 0.89

98 0.77 98 0.77 98 0.76 98 0.76 98 0.75

94 0.58 94 0.5 94 0.41 94 0.33 94 0.25

60 0.81 60 0.77 60 0.73 60 0.7 60 0.66

67 0.9 67 0.88 67 0.86 67 0.84 67 0.82

30 0.26 30 0.24 30 0.22 30 0.2 30 0.18

24 0.5 24 0.5 24 0.5 24 0.5 24 0.5

72 0.7 72 0.7 72 0.69 72 0.68 72 0.67

10 0.75 10 0.7 10 0.65 10 0.6 10 0.55

66 1 66 1 66 1 66 1 66 1

61 0.84 61 0.84 61 0.84 61 0.83 61 0.83

90 0.75 90 0.7 90 0.65 90 0.6 90 0.55
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It may, therefore, seem that it is preferable to use a

high W2. Nevertheless, the low matching scores

obtained with a high W2 are not necessarily an

accurate reflection of the match. For example,

requiring the process of Inserting Purchase Order

to use the Supplier object is represented by an

Instrument link between the object and the process.

However, one of the attributes of Supplier in the ERP

model, Order Balance, is affected when a purchase

order is inserted, thus the link in the system model is

an effect link. This difference, while reflected in the

MS, does not violate the requirement in practice.

Hence, applying a high RS weight might result in

distorted matching scores.

Note, that sensitivity analysis could address the

controlled changes in the input as performed in

Experiment 1, that is, measuring the effect of the

weights on the changes in MS when the input model is

changed. The linearity of the matching scores makes it

straightforward to see that this effect would be linear

as well. Assume that for a given W1 we got MS, which

is the result of ES and LS. After changing the input

model we got MS1, based on ES1 = ES � a, and

RS1 = RS � b. Now changing W1 to W1 + d, would

yield MS2 = MS1 + d(a � b), independently on the

initial W1.

4.3. Experiment 3

This experiment addressed the third and fourth

validation criteria, validation against real-life results,

and robustness to variations in the requirement

models. Prior to the experiment, the ERP system

had been implemented in a telecommunication

company employing 150 workers. The requirements

in this project were defined textually, without applying

any formal or systematic RE process. We applied the

alignment process using OPM representation of these

enterprise requirements in a post-hoc manner, and

compared the obtained outputs with the decisions

made in the real life project. The OPM representation

of the requirements was created by different modelers

in parallel, and the effect of the variations among these

representations on the solution was investigated.

A secondary objective of this experiment was to

establish the effectiveness of each of the reformulation

operations and to measure its effect separately. To this

end, we performed the iterative process applying a
single reformulation type in each iteration and

measuring the effect on the matching scores.

4.3.1. Settings

The textual enterprise requirements were given to

four different graduate students who are OPM experts

and teach OPM in undergraduate courses. The

modelers were instructed to represent the require-

ments as OPMmodels without adding any information

other than what is in the text. They were also given a

list of entities used in the system model, and instructed

to select entity names from this list in their model as

much as possible. The alignment process was then

applied to each of these four models.

Since we wanted to isolate the effect of different

reformulation operations, we did not follow the entire

iterative alignment process. Instead, we applied three

iterations. The first iteration used the initial require-

ment model, the second one applied only splitting of

requirements, and the third one applied only new

mapping decisions. We applied the same set of

mapping decisions to the four requirement models.

This ensured that any inconsistency in the results was

caused by the initial modeling differences only, and

provided a rough evaluation of the robustness of the

matching to different modeling attitudes that may have

been taken by different modelers.

The recommendations obtained by the resulting

alignment were qualitatively compared with the

decisions made in the project. This comparison

enabled us to understand the differences between

the results obtained when applying the four require-

ment models as well as their sources. The alignment

recommendations that resulted from the study were

validated through an interview with the project

manager.

4.3.2. Results

The results of the experiment indicate that the

alignment process is capable of providing a solution

and identifying the gaps between the requirements and

the system’s capabilities, as compared to manual

decisions. Table 4 presents a comparison between the

recommendations made in the study regarding 13

significant gaps identified after the first two iterations

and the actual decisions made in the real project. Over

75% of these gaps were resolved in the real project in a

manner identical to that of the study. These include
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Table 4

Summary of the comparison between Experiment 3 and the real project

Experiment recommendation Project decision

Software customization

made

Solution by

mapping

Abandon

requirement

Gap does

not exist

Software customization 15% 8% 8%

Solution by mapping 46%

Abandon requirement 15%

Identification difficulty 8%
customization decisions, mapping decisions, and

abandoned requirements. The remaining 25% relate

to requirements that were abandoned in the manual

decision-making and to one unreal gap. In what

follows we discuss the details of these findings with

respect to our validation criteria.

4.3.2.1. Identification of gaps. All the gaps that had

been identified in the real project, which resulted in

software customizations, were also identified in the

experiment. This indicates that the alignment process

is capable of detecting gaps between the requirements

and the system’s capabilities.

4.3.2.2. Unreal gaps. One of the 13 gaps indicated by

the automated matching was not real, and was caused

by a situation, in which the details of a requirement are

satisfied by a generic system solution, which has a

customizable control mechanism. In such cases, the

matching algorithm is not able to identify the match,

since the structure of the requirement model is entirely

different than that of the ERP model. To resolve this

problem the requirement may either be remapped or

verified manually.

4.3.2.3. Quality of solution. Comparing the recom-

mendations made in the experiment with the real-life

decisions we relate to mapping decisions and to

abandoned requirements.
� M
 Table 5

Average matching scores and variance of the fourmodels in the three

iterations

Iteration Average matching

score

Variance among

models

Initial model 0.325 0.028

Splitting iteration 0.422 0.044

Mapping iteration 0.576 0.014
apping decisions: 46% of the gaps identified in

the first two iterations were resolved by mapping

decisions in the third iteration. Out of these, 31%

were identical to the mapping decisions made in the

real life project, while the remaining 15% involved

mappings to different entities. The mappings

suggested in the experiment were presented to

the project manager, who confirmed they were good
solutions that could have been implemented in the

project instead of the ones that were actually

selected.
� R
ecommendations to abandon requirements: These

reflect unresolved gaps. In the experiment, we

recommended abandoning two requirements, where

the ERP solutions were very close to the require-

ments, but not identical. The decisions in the real

project matched our recommendation. In real life a

number of additional requirements were aban-

doned, where we recommended customizations.

The actual customization/abandoning decision

involves other factors, such as cost and risk, which

are out of the scope of our alignment process
4.3.2.4. Robustness to differences in the initial

model. In order to assess this robustness, we

performed the alignment applying four different

models of the same set of requirements. Due to

different modeling attitudes and insufficient domain

knowledge of the modelers, the initial models were

quite different from each other. Nevertheless, there

was consistency in identifying the main gaps. In the

second iteration, where the requirements were split

without changing their content, the variance among

the models increased, because the differences in

modeling attitudes increased the affected number of

requirements. A high level of consistency, reflected by

low variance of the matching scores of the best-fit
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OPDs included in the solution, was achieved after

applying the mapping decisions in the third iteration.

This result indicates that the matching result is quite

robust to differences in the initial model. The variance

of the matching scores in the four models along the

three iterations is given in Table 5.
Fig. 8. Model-based matching problem. (a) Purchase requisition model;

purchase order model.
Analysis of the inconsistencies among the results of

the four different modelers indicated their main cause

had been differences in modeling attitudes. The

different attitudes reflect attempts to apply different

design logic to the requirements, rather than to model

them as they are. An example of a matching problem
(b) purchase order model; (c) purchase requisition model; and (d)
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that arises due to different modeling attitudes is

illustrated in Fig. 8. Two separate requirements,

specifying the objects Purchase Requisition and

Purchase Order, are modeled in Fig. 8(a) and (b),

respectively. One of the modelers assumed that the

two objects should point at each other, and modeled

them as illustrated in Fig. 8(c) and (d). This created

dependency between the two requirements. Since the

Purchase Requisition object does not exist in the

system, the Purchase Order requirement could not be

matched either. Based on these findings, we have

designed modeling guidelines, which facilitate the

matching procedure. A modeling guideline intended

to prevent the problem illustrated in Fig. 8 is:

‘‘Represent each requirement separately, including

all the specified details. Do not rely on details

specified in other requirements’’. This guideline is

expected to prevent the dependency illustrated in

Fig. 8(c) and (d), since all the specified attributes of

Purchase Order should be represented, the way they

are in Fig. 8(b).

4.3.2.5. Other lessons learned. These include under-

standing the effect of the different reformulation

operations and gaining indications as to the applic-

ability of the approach in practice.

4.3.2.6. The effect of reformulation operations. The

effect of splitting and mapping was isolated by

applying them in different iterations in the experiment.

The results indicate that both these reformulation

types improved the matching scores, as reflected in the

average matching scores achieved at each iteration,

presented in Table 5.

4.3.2.7. Applicability evaluation. Representing the

requirements in OPM took approximately 15 h.

Applying the matching algorithm and analyzing the

results took approximately 10 h for each iteration.

These figures can hardly serve for estimating the

duration of the alignment process in a real life project,

since the study was carried out only on a single module

of the ERP system, and served also for refining the

methodology and the analysis method. Nevertheless,

the manual decision making regarding this specific

module took six weeks, and was performed by three

full-time analysts and other stakeholders part time. It

therefore seems that significant time saving can be
achieved by applying our approach. Themodelers who

participated in the study noted that browsing in search

for system terms to be used in the requirements model

was inconvenient and this slowed the modeling

process.
5. Concluding discussion

The problem of identifying and analyzing the gaps

between an ERP system and the requirements of an

enterprise, and aligning the system to the needs of the

enterprise, is at the heart of ERP systems implementa-

tion. Adequate solution to this problem is crucial for a

successful implementation and the competitive edge

of the implementing enterprise.

The approach presented in this paper for solving

this gap analysis and alignment problem provides a

systematic support for the alignment process in both

standard enterprises and unique ones. Unlike solution-

driven methods, which apply a predefined set of reuse

criteria for the process selection, our approach

facilitates reuse on the basis of the enterprise

requirements. This approach benefits from reuse

without being restricted by a predefined set of criteria

and standard solutions.

A requirement driven approach to the alignment

problem, matching requirements model with an ERP

model, is suggested also by [35,36]. However, the

matching applied there is based on human reasoning

while we apply an automated matching.

Matching between a model of the enterprise

requirements and a model of the ERP system

capabilities, the matching algorithm addresses two

difficult problems. One is identifying a match between

an incomplete requirements model and a complete and

detailed system model. The other problem is the

existence of dependencies among the ERP options,

which poses constraints on the feasibility of combin-

ing all the satisfied requirements in a single

configuration of the system. While our matching

algorithm is designed for OPM models, the two above

problems are generic, inherited in the nature of the

alignment process, and should be addressed regardless

of the modeling methodology.

The main limitations of our approach are the use of

OPM, which is not a common standard in industry, and

the need to create a system model as a preparation to
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applying the approach these limitations can also be

viewed as strengths. The OPM representation, which

requires a set up effort in constructing a system model,

has the advantage of a high expressive power while

preserving an ease of matching due to the single view

taken. The set up effort, though intensive, is a one-time

effort and once the model is constructed it can be used

for any number of times. The OPM representation, as

opposed to representation methods that exist in specific

packages, makes our approach generic and suitable for

any ERP system rather than a specific package.

Two difficulties have been identified in the

matching algorithm. One is that the scope of a

process and refinement into lower-level diagram do

not have definite rules, and are determined by the

modeler based on individual judgment. It is therefore

not necessarily consistent with the system model. This

difficulty can be resolved by splitting the requirements

to their basic ingredients. The second difficulty is in

identifying the semantic similarity of entity names. As

discussed in Section 3, the matching algorithm does

not apply affinity measurement due to the high level of

human reasoning required for mapping. While being

resolvable through mapping iterations in our align-

ment process, our observations in Experiment 3 show

that modelers find browsing for entity names tiresome

and time consuming. A possible solution is an

interactive entity naming, where, while matching

the entities the algorithm would present the user

possible entity names in the system for approval.

We have tested the alignment algorithm in three

experiments that complement each other in assessing

the feasibility of the approach. The third experiment

reported here was closest to simulating the process in a

real-life situation, and its results demonstrate the

ability of the process to provide an adequate solution

to the problem. Still, being a single case study it can be

considered as a demonstration rather than full

validation. However, in combination with the other

two experiments, we were able to show that different

input data would affect the solution in a consistent and

predictable direction, and that the selection of the

algorithm weights within a reasonable range would

not change the solution obtained by the process. We

also showed that the solution is quite robust to

variations in the requirements model. Combining

these findings leads to the conclusion that the viability

of the approach has been shown.
Practical implications, such as the expected imple-

mentation time saving in a real life project, are hard to

estimate at this point. However, the results of the third

experiment indicate that compared to a manual

alignment, which is currently performedwhen standard

solutions are not applicable, significant time saving as

well as a high quality solution can be achieved.

A large-scale study or an action research, in which

the alignment process would be applied in a real-life

project may yield better indications. Before such a

study can be conducted, several improvements should

be made to the support tool, especially regarding the

semantic similarity assessment. We also intend to

develop a mechanism to support the creation of new

mapping decisions, in which ‘‘mapping opportunities’’

will be identified through generalization hierarchies.
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